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Jerusalem Quartet:
Alexander Pavlovsky 
Sergei Bresler
Ori Kam
Kyril Zlotnikov
Sharon Kam [clarinet]
 
'1ST LISTEN' podcast in May BBC Music Magazine
 
ADVERTISED IN JUNE GRAMOPHONE 

BRAHMS: String Quartet Op. 51/2
Clarinet Quintet Op. 115
Jerusalem Quartet
Sharon Kam

Brahms's implacable self-criticism was at its height in the domain of chamber music: he was already 40 when he
produced this Second String Quartet (of three) after two decades of rejected attempts, which only makes its formal
perfection and intense lyricism all the more striking. In the case of the Quintet Op.115, it was a meeting with the
clarinettist Mühlfeld that inspired him to emerge from his self-imposed retirement to compose this almost unbearably
nostalgic musical testament, five years before his death.

The Jerusalem Quartet was founded in 1993, and from 1999 to 2001 were BBC New Generation Artists; in 2003 it was
the recipient of the first Borletti-Buitoni Trust Award, currrently celebrating its tenth anniversary year. Now regular guests in the
world’s leading concert halls, notably in the United States, the Jerusalems perform with such artists as Alexander
Melnikov, Lawrence Power and Sharon Kam. 
The quartet’s discography on harmonia mundi has won many international awards. Its interpretation of Schubert’s ‘Death
and the Maiden’ Quartet won a Diapason d’Or of the Year in 2008 and an ECHO Klassik award in 2009, while its most
recent release, Schumann’s Piano Quintet and Quartet, received distinctions from BBC Music Magazine, Scherzo and
Télérama. The Quartet is very grateful to Daniel Barenboim who generously loans Jacqueline du Pré's ‘Sergio Perresson’
cello to Kyril Zlotnikov.

After her debut with the Israel Philharmonic under Zubin Mehta at the age of 16, Sharon Kam was encouraged and
mentored by Isaac Stern. She later graduated from the Juilliard School of Music, where she studied with Charles Neidich.
Sharon Kam regularly collaborates with such colleagues as Heinrich Schiff, Christian Tetzlaff, Antje Weithaas, and Tabea
Zimmermann. She often plays recitals with the pianist Lars Vogt and is a regular guest at his Spannungen festival in
Heimbach, Germany, as well as other festivals like Verbier, Risør, Cork and Delft.
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Catalogue No: HMU807429
Barcode: 093046742966
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 HYBRID SACD
Packaging: slipcase 
Tokyo String Quartet

DVORAK: String Quartet Op. 96 'American'
SMETANA: String Quartet No. 1 'From My Life'
Tokyo String Quartet

In  its valedictory release, the world-renowned Tokyo String Quartet  presents a pair of well loved chamber works offering
a glimpse into the  private world of two Czech composers. Antonín Dvorak and Bedrich Smetana  – although they were
sometimes regarded as musical opposites in their  homeland – together they came to represent the quintessential sound
of  19th-century Czech music.

Regarded as one of the supreme chamber ensembles of the world, the Tokyo String Quartet has captivated audiences
and critics alike since it was founded 45 years ago. Performing over 100 concerts worldwide each season, the quartet
has a devoted international following that includes the major capitals of the world and extends to all four corners of the
globe. 
Officially formed in 1969 at the Juilliard School of Music, the Tokyo String Quartet traces its origins to the Toho School of
Music in Tokyo, where the founding members were profoundly influenced by Professor Hideo Saito. An exclusive
collaboration with Deutsche Grammophon (more than 40 landmark recordings) firmly established it as one of the world’s
leading quartets. The ensemble's recordingss for harmonia mundi USA have included an acclaimed cycle of Beethoven’s
string quartets. Its most recent release was devoted to the Brahms Quintets Op. 34 (with Jon Nakamatsu, piano) and Op.
115 (with Jon Manasse, clarinet).
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Luzerner Sinfonieorchester
James Gaffigan [conductor]
Hans Christoph Begemann [baritone]

Wolfgang RIHM: Symphonie "Nähe fern"
Distant proximity
Luzerner Sinfonieorchester
James Gaffigan

If every work of art can be understood as the docile or rebellious descendant of dozens, indeed hundreds of other works
of art, the immense majority of Wolfgang Rihm's compositions fully assume the heritage of the past. This is especially
true of 'Nähe fern', whose title (‘Distant proximity') refers to his experience of the four symphonies of Brahms. Each of
these pieces for orchestra is a homage profoundly linked with its model, yet at the same time constantly moves away
from it. Commissioned by the Lucerne Sinfonieorchester 'Nähe fern' was premiered at the Lucerne Festival on 20th August
2012.

Born in New York, James Gaffigan won first prize at the 2004 Sir Georg Solti International Conducting Competition. He is
currently Chief Conductor of the Luzerner Sinfonieorchester and Principal Guest Conductor of the Netherlands Radio
Philharmonic and the Gürzenich-Orchester Köln. He is also in great demand with leading orchestras throughout the world. 
Following his debut at the Vienna State Opera he was immediately invited back for 'Don Giovanni' in 2012/13. A
continuing relationship with Glyndebourne has seen him conduct 'La Cenerentola', 'Falstaff' and 'Così fan tutte'. 

“Each piece provides a gripping journey of discovery; Rihm's music continues to  provide an experience quite unlike that
of any other composer working today.” Andrew Clements, The Guardian 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMC902129 Wolfgang Rihm Astralis Choral Works (RIAS) 
“The performances of these two Passiontide works are heroic…The recording is as fine as the singing: praise indeed.”
William Hedley, International Record Review, May 2012
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Paul O'Dette [lute]

 

Gramophone podcast with editor, Martin Cullingford

 Interviewed for Classical Source 

Franceso da MILANO: Il divino
Works for lute
Paul O'Dette

Francesco  da Milano, 'Il divino', was celebrated as the pre-eminent  composer of lute music in Renaissance Italy. He
was widely published in  his lifetime and remained popular across Europe into the 17th century.  In this generous
selection of his favourite works by the master, Paul O'Dette has  grouped these elegant and refined compositions into
'proto' suites, each  consisting of a ricercar, a fantasia, and one or more intabulations of  vocal 'hits' of the day.

Paul O’Dette has been called "the clearest case of genius ever to touch his instrument" by the Toronto Globe and Mail.
Though perhaps best known for his recitals and recordings of virtuoso solo lute music, he maintains an active
international career as a continuo player, and conducts baroque operas and orchestral programmes throughout the
United States and Europe. 
In addition to his activities as a lute player, Paul O’Dette is Artistic Director of the Boston Early Music Festival and has
served as Director of Early Music at the Eastman School of Music since 1976.
Paul O’Dette has published numerous articles on issues of historical performance practice and co-authored the Dowland
entry in the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. 
The artist has made more than 120 recordings, several of which have been nominated for a Gramophone Award and five
for the Grammy® Awards. We continue to lobby for the reissue of his complete Dowland edition which was Building a
Library Choice. His next, eagerly awaited,  release for harmonia mundi will be a brand new Dowland album.

Full track listing available on request
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Label: Mariinsky
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: MAR0538
Barcode: 822231853824
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 Blu-ray
Packaging: bluray
 
Ildar Abdrazakov [Attila]
Vladislav Sulimsky [Ezio]
Anna Markarova [Odabella]
Sergei Skorokhodov [Foresto]
Mikhail Makarov [Uldino]
Timur Abdikeyev [Leone]
Mariinsky Orchestra
Valery Gergiev
Arturo Gama [director]

VERDI: Attila 
Dramma lirico in a prologue and three acts
Libretto by Temistocle Solera, revised by Francesco Maria Piave 
Ildar Abdrazakov 
Anna Markarova 
Vladislav Sulimsky 
Mariinsky Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

The Mariinsky label is delighted to release the first of four operas on DVD in 2013 with Verdi’s 'Attila'. Released in
celebration of Verdi’s anniversary year, acclaimed Russian bass Ildar Abdrazakov stars in the title role, in this the
premiere of Arturo Gama’s production. He is ably supported by soprano, Anna Markarova in the role Odabella; baritone,
Vladislav Sulimsky in the role of Ezio and tenor, Sergei Skorokhodov. The bluray release, filmed in the Mariinsky Opera
House will feature a stunning picture gallery of scenes from the performance in addition to the three-act opera.
As is the case with many of Verdi’s operas, his ninth opera, 'Attila' is imbued with the spirit of Risorgimento, the national
liberation movement of the Italian people against foreign rule and for the unification of trampled Italy. The plot, which tells
of the struggle of Aquileia, one of the last remaining strongholds of once eternal Rome, against the barbarian hordes of
Attila, King of the Huns, received an enthusiastic reception from the audience present at the premiere at the Teatro la
Fenice in Venice, and yet is rarely performed in today’s opera houses. Since the premiere in 2010, the Mariinsky has
revived Arturo Gama’s production each season, most recently in January 2013.
A two-time Grammy Award winner for his Verdi readings, Ildar Abdrazakov has quickly established himself as one of
opera’s most sought-after basses. Since making his La Scala debut in 2001 at only 25, the Russian singer has become a
mainstay at leading houses worldwide. His powerful, yet refined voice coupled with his compelling stage presence have
prompted critics to describe him as a “sensational bass … who has just about everything – imposing sound, beautiful
legato, oodles of finesse”, The Independent.
Arturo Gama has been the Stage Director of the opera company at the Mecklenburgisches Staatstheater Schwerin in
Germany since 2005. He has staged a large number of productions, including 'Bluebeard’s  Castle', 'Tosca', 'Die
Zauberflöte' and 'Roméo et Juliette'; his most recent work was Richard Wagner’s 'Tannhaüser'. He originates from
Mexico City and at the end of his dance career with the National Dance Company of Mexico, the Komische Oper Berlin
offered him the position of Assistant Director, working with well-known directors including Harry Kupfer, Andreas Homoki,
Peter Konwitschny, David Alden, Hans Neuenfels and Willy Decker.
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Label: Mariinsky
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Catalogue No: MAR0534
Barcode: 822231853428
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Packaging: long box
Ildar Abdrazakov [Attila]
Vladislav Sulimsky [Ezio]
Anna Markarova [Odabella]
Sergei Skorokhodov [Foresto]
Mikhail Makarov [Uldino]
Timur Abdikeyev [Leone]
Mariinsky Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

VERDI: Attila 
Dramma lirico in a prologue and three acts
Libretto by Temistocle Solera, revised by Francesco Maria Piave
Ildar Abdrazakov
Vladislav Sulimsky
Anna Markarova
Mariinsky Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

The Mariinsky label is delighted to release the first of four operas on DVD in 2013 with Verdi’s 'Attila'. Released in
celebration of Verdi’s anniversary year, acclaimed Russian bass Ildar Abdrazakov stars in the title role, in this the
premiere of Arturo Gama’s production. He is ably supported by soprano, Anna Markarova in the role Odabella; baritone,
Vladislav Sulimsky in the role of Ezio and tenor, Sergei Skorokhodov. The single disc DVD release, filmed in the
Mariinsky Opera House will feature a stunning picture gallery of scenes from the performance in addition to the three-act
opera.
As is the case with many of Verdi’s operas, his ninth opera, 'Attila' is imbued with the spirit of Risorgimento, the national
liberation movement of the Italian people against foreign rule and for the unification of trampled Italy. The plot, which tells
of the struggle of Aquileia, one of the last remaining strongholds of once eternal Rome, against the barbarian hordes of
Attila, King of the Huns, received an enthusiastic reception from the audience present at the premiere at the Teatro la
Fenice in Venice, and yet is rarely performed in today’s opera houses. Since the premiere in 2010, the Mariinsky has
revived Arturo Gama’s production each season, most recently in January 2013.
A two-time Grammy Award winner for his Verdi readings, Ildar Abdrazakov has quickly established himself as one of
opera’s most sought-after basses. Since making his La Scala debut in 2001 at only 25, the Russian singer has become a
mainstay at leading houses worldwide. His powerful, yet refined voice coupled with his compelling stage presence have
prompted critics to describe him as a “sensational bass … who has just about everything – imposing sound, beautiful
legato, oodles of finesse”, The Independent.
Arturo Gama has been the Stage Director of the opera company at the Mecklenburgisches Staatstheater Schwerin in
Germany since 2005. He has staged a large number of productions, including 'Bluebeard’s Castle', 'Tosca', 'Die
Zauberflöte' and 'Roméo et Juliette'; his most recent work was Richard Wagner’s 'Tannhaüser'. He originates from
Mexico City and at the end of his dance career with the National Dance Company of Mexico, the Komische Oper Berlin
offered him the position of Assistant Director, working with well-known directors including Harry Kupfer, Andreas Homoki,
Peter Konwitschny, David Alden, Hans Neuenfels and Willy Decker.
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Label: LSO Live
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Catalogue No: LSO0726
Barcode: 822231172628
NORMAL Price
Format: 2 HYBRID SACDs
Packaging: slipcase
Stephan Loges [Ottokar/Zamiel]
Martin Snell [Kuno]
Christine Brewer [Agathe]
Sally Matthews [Ännchen]
Lars Woldt [Kaspar]
Simon O’Neill [Max]
Gidon Saks [A Hermit]
Marcus Farnsworth [Killian]
Lucy Hall [4 Bridesmaids]
Malcolm Sinclair [narrator]
LSC, LSO
Sir Colin Davis [conductor]

WEBER: Der Freischütz
Christine Brewer
Simon O’Neill
Sally Matthews 
London Symphony Orchestra 
Sir Colin Davis 

Sir Colin Davis conducts the London Symphony Orchestra and Chorus and a stellar cast of soloists in a concert
performance of Weber’s eerily fantastical opera, 'Der Freischütz'.
'Der Freischütz' is heralded as one of the cornerstones of Romantic opera, drawing on traditional German folk tunes and
elements of Romanticism for the first time in the history of opera. The evocative and colourful orchestration is particularly
impressive in the '‘Wolf’s Glen’ scene: often considered the most gruesomely expressive rendering of evil to be found in a
musical score! 
Sir Colin has recently been unable to fill his conducting engagements but hopes to return to the podium soon. Future
concerts include Britten’s 'Turn of the Screw' with Sally Matthews starring as the Governess, in April, and Schubert
Symphony No. 9 with the LSO in June.
All three soloists are well established on LSO Live: Opera News declared the Verdi Requiem (LSO00683), featuring
Christine Brewer, as "one of the finest recordings the work has ever received". Sally Matthews, who has performed
regularly with Sir Colin Davis, was praised in her role in Haydn's 'Creation' (LSO0628). Simon O’Neill’s previous
appearance on the label, in the title role of Verdi's 'Otello' (LSO0700) saw much critical acclaim, and confirmation that "he
is the best heroic tenor to emerge over the last decade" The Telegraph.

Concert Reviews:
"The performance’s many virtues – not least the gloriously assured playing of the orchestra, and the impressively
sustained Wagnerian grandeur of Davis’s conducting – suggest it [the recording] will be a recommendable issue." Opera

"Viewing Weber as one of Wagner’s major precursors, Davis presents the opera on the grandest of scales, with big
orchestral forces, and a pair of established Wagnerian leads in Simon O’Neill’s Max and Christine Brewer’s Agathe." 
The Guardian
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Label: LSO Live
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: LSO5061
Barcode: 822231506126
BUDGET Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
London Symphony Orchestra
François-Xavier Roth

The Panufnik Legacies
François-Xavier Roth
London Symphony Orchestra

Andrew McCORMACK: Incentive, Christian MASON: … from bursting suns escaping …
Charlie PIPER: Fleotan, Eloise GYNN: Sakura, Edward NESBIT: Parallels I, Parallels II
Jason YARDE: Rude Awakening! Martin SUCKLING: Fanfare for a Newborn Child
Christopher MAYO: Therma, Elizabeth WINTERS: Sudden Squall, Sudden Shadow
Vlad MAISTOROVICI: Halo

In May 2013, LSO Live releases an album of new works by 10 emerging young composers. The pieces, originally
commissioned as part of the LSO Panufnik Scheme, were recorded in LSO St Luke’s and are now presented on disc,
enabling the LSO to share and promote the composers’ music world-wide.
The LSO Panufnik Scheme began in 2005 and each year offers six composers the opportunity to write a three-minute
piece for the LSO under the guidance of renowned composer Colin Matthews. The scheme was devised by the
Orchestra in association with Lady Panufnik in memory of her late husband, Andrzej.
This recording showcases the works of selected composers from across the first five years of the scheme, representing
the eclectic range of styles and influences of the 45 composers who have now worked with the Orchestra through this
scheme. Many of these composers have gone on to receive additional commissions from the LSO since the scheme’s
inception.
As part of the LSO St Luke’s 10th Anniversary celebrations Jason Yarde has been commissioned to write a piece for
LSO Brass & Percussion, to be performed in April. In 2013 Christian Mason will have works premiered at Lucerne
Festival and Tanglewood. In May Eloise Glynn will have premiered her piece for the Hebrides Ensemble at the Bath
International Festival and Martin Suckling is due to have pieces performed by the BBCSSO (a BBC commission) and
Scottish Ensemble. As composer in residence of the Manchester Camerata, Christopher Mayo will have a world premiere
of his commission in May. Vlad Maistorovici is currently working on a violin concerto for Valery Sokolov.

Praise for The Panufnik Legacies composers:
"An exciting, distinctive voice and a rigorous ear for detail" The Observer (on Martin Suckling)

"Maistorovici displays a strong melodic invention" Classical Source

"Andrew McCormack’s Incentive, mingled a film noir atmosphere with the middle-period Stravinskian rhythmic energy, to
energising effect" The Telegraph
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File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: RCO13001
Barcode: 5425008378718
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 HYBRID SACD
Packaging: cristal

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 10 in E minor, Op. 93 (1953)

‘My aim was to convey human feelings and passions in this work,’ Shostakovich said of his newly completed Tenth
Symphony in 1953. And it is clear exactly what it was that he wanted to relate: Stalin was dead, and after his music had
been publicly denounced for being too abstract in 1948, Shostakovich had finally plucked up the courage to write another
symphony. With the Tenth Symphony, Shostakovich effectively put his memories of the great tyrant behind him.
Ever since Kirill Kondrashin and Bernard Haitink first led performances of Shostakovich's Symphonies in the late 1970's,
the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra has astonished audiences and record buyers with their level of refinement and
involvement in this repertoire. With the tenure of Mariss Jansons, a degree of authenticity is added; like Kondrashin
before him, Jansons has experienced himself what it is like to work under Soviet conditions.
Following the award winning RCO Live release of his interpretation of Shostakovich's Seventh Symphony, Jansons's
take on the composer's Tenth Symphony, presented on this new hybrid SACD, adds another benchmark performance to
the orchestra's discography.

"Jansons spectaculary solves riddles in Shostakovich's Tenth… Jansons, who witnessed von Karajan's legendary 1969
performance of the Tenth in Moscow, equalled that performance on all fronts on Thursday. Here spake D.SCH." Peter
van der Lint, Trouw

Also available: 
RCO06002 Shostakovich Symphony No. 7 [Jansons]
“one of the best recordings of a still-controversial work.” Michael Kennedy, The Sunday Telegraph, 20 August 2006, *****
100 Classical albums you must hear, Sunday Telegraph

RCO11003 Shostakovich Symphony No. 15 [Haitink]
"a very considerable interpretation, splendidly played and very well recorded." MUSICWEB
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Catalogue No: ONYX4114
Barcode: 880040411420
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Viktoria Mullova [violin]
Ottavio Dantone [harpsichord]
Accademia Bizantina

BACH: Concertos
Viktoria Mullova 
Accademia Bizantina
Ottavio Dantone 

Violin Concerto No.1 in A minor BWV1041, Violin Concerto No.2 in E BWV1042
Violin Concerto in D BWV1053 arr. harpsichord No.2 in E
Concerto for Violin & Harpsichord in C minor BWV1060 arr. from Concerto for Violin & Oboe/
Concerto for two harpsichords

Viktoria Mullova renews her partnership with long-term collaborator Ottavio Dantone in a programme of concertos for
violin, offering not only the two famous concertos, but two concertos arranged for violin from the 2nd harpsichord
concerto, and a concerto for violin and harpsichord which listeners may recognise from its violin and oboe guise – even
this was arranged by Bach himself from the original for two harpsichords. Bach himself was a great re-user of material,
and many concerto movements (including some from lost concertos) appeared in his cantatas.
Mullova and Dantone have worked together for many years, both recording and in concert. They wanted to find a piece
they could both play with orchestra, and BWV1060 in this brilliant arrangement is the result – the overall composition is
enriched by a range of new nuances.

Viktoria Mullova’s Bach recordings for ONYX have been widely acclaimed worldwide, and of her recording of the 'Partitas
and Sonatas' for solo violin, the Sunday Times said ‘they exemplify the best of old and new stylistic approaches to Bach’s
masterpieces’, selecting the recording as their Classical CD of the week.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
ONYX 4040 J.S. Bach Solo Sonatas & Partitas
CD of the Week, Sunday Times

ONYX 4020 J.S. Bach Sonatas
"Viktoria Mullova presents virtually flawless playing but, of greater importance, she sustains an impeccably punctuated,
modulated and compelling dialogue through Bach’s counterpoint with seemingly effortless intimacy and charm. She 
appears to have wholeheartedly embraced the Baroque period instrument ethos." BBC Music Magazine

• Advertising in BBC Music Magazine and Gramophone magazine.
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Label: Wigmore Hall Live
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: WHLIVE0059
Barcode: 5065000924614
MID Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Anthony Marwood [violin]
Aleksandar Madžar [piano]

SCHUMANN: Violin Sonatas 1-3
No. 1 in A minor Op. 105 (1851)
Violin Sonata No. 2 in D minor Op. 121 (1851)
Violin Sonata No. 3 in A minor WoO 27 (1853)
Anthony Marwood 
Aleksandar Madžar

Awarded the prestigious title of ‘Instrumentalist of the Year’ by the Royal Philharmonic Society in 2006, British violinist
Anthony Marwood is internationally celebrated for his engaging and insightful performances. For Schumann’s three Violin
Sonatas, he is joined by Aleksandar Madžar, recently praised by Classical Music Magazine as matchless ‘in terms of
technique and interpretation’. 
Considered by many to be the product of a tired mind hovering on the edge of insanity, these richly impassioned works
are filled with restlessness, melancholy and fractured lyricism.

Recorded live at Wigmore Hall on 19 September 2010, 9 January and 15 May 2011

ALSO AVAILABLE:
WHLIVE0050 Brahms Violin Sonatas 1-3
"Marwood and Madzar are so good I'm tempted to make them the new benchmark recordings." Calum MacDonald, BBC
Music Magazine *****/*****
 
"Anthony Marwood's Brahms is like no other."
the Strad recommends
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New Label: DUCALE MUSIC
File Under: Classical/Opera
Catalogue No: DUC045-47
Barcode: 8011772000459
3 FOR 2 Price
Format: 3 CD
Packaging: box set
Antonio Poli [Il Conte di Almaviva]
Asude Karayavuz [La Contessa]
Rosa Feola [Inez]
Annalisa Stroppa [Cherubino]
Mario Cassi [Figaro]
Eleonora Buratto [Susanna]
Anicio Zorzi Giustiniani [Torribio]
Omar Montanari [Plagio]
Orchestra Giovanile Luigi Cherubini
Philharmonia Chor Wien

Saverio MERCADANTE: I due Figaro
Libretto: Felice Romani 
Riccardo Muti

Thanks to the commitment of Maestro Riccardo Muti and under his direction, the opera in two acts 'I due Figaro' saw its
first modern staging in Salzburg, then in Ravenna and now it is also available in CD.
Born in Altamura, in the province of Bari, Saverio Mercadante studied in Naples, where his family settled. Together with
Vincenzo Bellini, he is considered the most representative member of the 19th century Neapolitan School. He remained
for a long time in the shadow of the four great operatic composers (Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti and Verdi). Only in recent
years have musicologists began to look at his role in the development of Italian Belcanto. 
'I due Figaro' presents an amusing subject which by affinity forms a trilogy with Rossini's 'Il Barbiere di Siviglia' and
Mozart's 'Le Nozze di Figaro'. The six characters are presented each with its own solo performance, mixed with more complex 
orchestrated parts. The genuine melodic vein of the Neapolitan School is evident in the play and it makes use of several stylistic 
levels which reflect the characters' social status.
 
Live recording from Teatro Aligheri, Ravenna, in June 2011. Essays by Giovanni Carli Ballola and Paolo Cascio; libretto,
pictures and biographies are included in the sumptuous booklet. Quality packaging and presentation. Wonderful singing.
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Label: Orfeo
File Under: Classical/Opera 
Catalogue No: C862133D
Barcode: 4011790862323
MID Price
Format: 3 CD
Packaging: box set
Martti Talvela [King Henry]
Jess Thomas [Lohengrin]
Claire Watson [Elsa]
Walter Berry [Telramund]
Christa Ludwig [Ortrud]
Eberhard Waechter [Herald]
Kurt Equiluz, Fritz Sperlbauer, Herbert Lackner,
Ljubomir Pantscheff
Chorus & Orchestra of the Vienna State Opera
Karl Böhm

WAGNER: Lohengrin
Vienna State Opera, 16/5/1965
Martti Talvela, Jess Thomas
Claire Watson, Walter Berry
Christa Ludwig, Eberhard Waechter
Karl Böhm 

For a performance of 'Lohengrin' to be completely successful, it depends largely on the evil couple who stand opposed to
the Swan Knight and the girl he protects, Elsa. The 1965 production at the Vienna State Opera was acclaimed for its
musical aspects, and on its opening night Christa Ludwig as Ortrud made evident why Wagner himself described this
character as “terribly magnificent”. Christa Ludwig celebrates her 85th birthday on 16 March 2013, and with her
interpretation of roles such as this she secured for herself a place in the annals of the Vienna State Opera. Her curse
('Entweihte Götter!') was accorded spontaneous ovations by the audience and the subtlety that she brings to this role,
straddling as it does the range of a dramatic soprano and a dramatic mezzo, makes this sorceress the undisputed
manipulator of the action. All this can be heard clearly, on this live recording. With the dramatic baritone Walter Berry as
Telramund, she had a partner on that evening whose vocal power was hitherto largely unsuspected, yet who offered no
less vocal sophistication. Overall, the performance on that evening was stormier and more agitated than many a more
'ethereal', enraptured version such as one often hears. It was driven by Karl Böhm at the helm of the orchestra of the
Vienna State Opera, and with a State Opera Chorus that had been excellently prepared by Wilhelm Pitz. Eberhard
Waechter as the Herold and Martti Talvela as King Heinrich were powerfully resplendent, while Claire Watson as Elsa
and Jess Thomas as the title hero formed the 'good' couple, rounding off this superb cast with their bright tone colours.
Her voice, schooled in Mozart, was slender and clear in focus, while his virile tenor, clear in accentuation and in diction,
offered a model of the Wagner style of the 1960s that also dominated in Bayreuth: as was preferred by the director,
Wieland Wagner. This 'Lohengrin' offered a modern reading in the best sense of the word, allowing the characters their
mythical grandeur while at the same time letting them approach the contemporary audience as men and women of flesh
and blood.
 
Reviewed in the 'Wagner' issue of BBC Music Magazine [June] 
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Kurt Moll [bass]
Cord Garben [piano]

SCHUBERT: Winterreise D911
Kurt Moll
Cord Garben

Kurt Moll, who will celebrate his 75th birthday this coming spring, was not merely a celebrated opera singer who
performed on the world’s most famous stages. The sophistication and precise diction that characterized his greatest roles
– such as Gurnemanz in Wagner’s Parsifal, Baron Ochs in Strauss’s Rosenkavalier or Sarastro in Mozart’s Magic Flute –
always reminded one that he was a singer who, besides opera, also paid equal attention to the lied, to which he devoted
the same perfectionism. As was traditional for a bass with a full-bodied, supple timbre and a deep register, he enjoyed
particular triumphs on the concert podium with ballads ranging from Haydn via Loewe to Shostakovich. In the genre of
the lied he also achieved success with a repertoire that has usually been dominated by higher voices. If we want to know
how Moll managed to become an exception to the rule, we can easily find out by listening to his recording of Schubert’s
Winterreise from 1982. It is now available once more on the ORFEO label, and on a single CD for the first-ever time (its
length had made this technically impossible in earlier editions). Together with his regular accompanist Cord Garben, Kurt
Moll here offers what the international press of the day hailed as an exemplary recording of perhaps the most famous
song cycle of all. This recording was thus awarded the Diapason d’or in France, where Moll’s Winterreise was held in
similar regard to the legendary performances of Hans Hotter. He was especially praised for his unmannered, introverted
interpretation. His thoroughly cantabile style was without any declamatory harshness, yet remains completely clear in its
articulation. Kurt Moll’s Winterreise thus remains captivating to the present day and is one of the most important acoustic
documents of this singer’s art. With the ideal balance that he achieved between words and music he became not just one
of the most significant singers of recent decades, but also one of the singing teachers most in demand.
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Pascal Charbonneau [David]
Ana Quintans [Jonathas]
Neal Davies [Saul]
Frédéric Caton [Achis]
Krešimir Špicer [Joabel]
Dominique Visse [La Pythonisse]
Pierre Bessière [L’Ombre de Samuel]
Orchestra & chorus of Les Arts Florissants
William Christie

CHARPENTIER: David & Jonathas
Tragédie en musique, Libretto: Père François de Paule Bretonneau
Les Arts Florissants
William Christie

direction: Andreas Homoki
Scenography: Paul Zoller
Costumes: Gideon Davey
Lighting: Franck Evin

The rare biblical opera 'David and Jonathas' is, like 'Médée', one of the major works of the French Baroque composer
Marc-Antoine Charpentier. The opera has been in the repertoire of Les Arts Florissants since 1988 and was first
presented in a stage production by William Christie at the Aix-en-Provence Festival 2012. This DVD release is a special
event for all Baroque music lovers.
Written a year after the death of Lully, this lyric tragedy allows Charpentier to develop beyond the religious dimension, a
story of male friendship and forbidden love between David and Jonathas.
An excellent cast gathered around William Christie and Les Arts Florissants brings young singers to the title roles: Pascal
Charbonneau, a tenor and a former student of the European Academy of Music, sings David. The role of Jonathas is
given to a woman: soprano Ana Quintans. 
The staging by Andreas Homoki (Director of the Zurich Opera since summer 2012) focuses on the psychological aspect
of this forbidden love story, giving a moving reading of the drama.

PRESS REVIEWS
“Paris-based Les Arts Florissants have an admirable capacity for boldly reimagining the Baroque for the modern day, as
their adaptation of David et Jonathas shows” The Telegraph

“Conductor William Christie brings the score dazzlingly to life… through buoyant, tripletime dances and aching laments.”
The Guardian
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Stéphane Degout [Pelléas]
Elena Tsallagova [Mélisande]
Vincent Le Texier [Golaud]
Anne Sofie von Otter [Geneviève]
Franz Josef Selig [Arkel]
Julie Mathevet [Yniold]
Jérôme Varnier [[shepherd, doctor]
Orchestre & Choeur de l’Opéra national de
Paris
Philippe Jordan [conductor]

DEBUSSY: Pelléas et Mélisande
Lyric Drama in 5 acts
Libretto: Maurice Maeterlinck
Premiere: 3 April 1902, Opéra-Comique, Paris
Stéphane Degout 
Elena Tsallagova
Vincent Le Texier
Anne Sofie von Otter 
Franz Josef Selig 
Orchestre & Choeur de l’Opéra national de Paris
Philippe Jordan 

Robert Wilson [director, lighting, design]
Giuseppe Frigeni [co-director]
Frida Parmeggiani [costumes]
Heinrich Brunke [lighting]

Naïve present Debussy's fascinating opera in the legendary staging by Robert Wilson. Eternity, minimalism, enigma, all
those elements ideally connect to the unique atmosphere in Debussy's music.
Stéphane Degout and Elena Tsallagova lead an outstanding cast including Anne Sofie von Otter, Vincent Le Texier,
Franz Joseph Sellig...

Recorded in March 2012 at the Opéra National de Paris, Opéra Bastille

“An outstanding achievement. The singers have integrated Wilson’s language of actions and lights like nobody before.”
Le Figaro
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Olivier Latry [organ]
wt Emmanuel Curt, Florent Jodelet [percussion]

Three Centuries of Organ Music at Notre Dame de Paris
Olivier Latry

Nicolas SEJEAN: Noël suisse
GA CALVIERE: Pièce d’orgue
Louis-Claude DAQUIN: Noël, grand jeu et duo
Claude BALBASTRE: Marche des marseillois et l’air ça ira
J-JB CHARPENTIER: Noëls en tambourin
Alexandre GUILMANT: Final, sonate n° 1
Louis VIERNE: Pièces de fantaisie (excerpts): Clair de lune, Feux follets, Carillon de Westminster
Jean-Pierre LEGUAY: Dix-neuf Préludes, 9, 6, 8
Pierre COCHEREAU: Boléro On a theme by Charles Racquet for great organ & percussion
Olivier LATRY: Improvisation

One of the most visited places on Earth, Notre Dame cathedral is celebrating 850 years in 2013. It obviously has had a
long tradition of music, especially with its renowned great organs.
One of the most notable organists of our time, current owner of the extremely prestigious post of organist of Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris, Olivier Latry pays tribute to some of his predecessors over the last three centuries, since the organs
got their modern structure: Daquin, Balbastre, Beauvarlet-Charpentier, Vierne, Cochereau…
The pieces performed in this unique recording were all composed by those extraordinary musicians and reflect more than
300 years of music history.
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St Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra
Yuri Temirkanov [conductor]

RAVEL: Mother Goose, La Valse
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
St Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra
Yuri Temirkanov 

Contrasting pieces by two masters of orchestral composition, these live performances, from 2009, capture the energy
and movement of three much-loved balletic works; Ravel's intricate vignettes of childrens' stories in 'Mother Goose' and
symphonic poem 'La valse', and Stravinsky's epoch-defining 'Rite of Spring'. 

One of the oldest professional orchestras in Russia, the St Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra can trace its lineage back
to 1882 and its formation by Tsar Alexander III. In a 25-year collaboration, Yuri Temirkanov has been the orchestra's
principal conductor since 1988. 

Praise for recent releases with the St Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra:
SIGCD320 Rimsky-Korsakov Sheherazade
"The St Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra under Yuri Temirkanov deliver the scores with panache" CD Choice,
February 2013 
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Mark Padmore [tenor]
Morgan Szymanski [guitar]

Alec ROTH: Sometime I Sing
Music for Voice and Guitar 
Mark Padmore 
Morgan Szymanski 

A lyrical collection of chamber works for tenor and guitar, 'Sometime I Sing' unites Gramophone award-winning tenor
Mark Padmore with Mexican guitarist, Morgan Szymanski, in settings of texts by Thomas Wyatt, Vikram Seth, John
Donne and Edward Thomas by the composer Alec Roth.

Roth is a UK-based composer who works across a wide range of musical genres, including stage works, vocal, choral,
orchestral, instrumental, and Javanese gamelan. His former posts include Founder/Director of the Royal Festival Hall
Gamelan Programme and Southbank Gamelan Players, Music Director of the Baylis Programme, English National Opera
and Associate Composer, Opera North. This is his third disc with Signum, following a choral album with Ex Cathedra
(SIGCD270) and a chamber music disc 'Songs in Time of War' (SIGCD124) also with Mark Padmore and Morgan
Szymanski.

"Padmore’s clean tenor finds an ideal vehicle ... there’s a transparent, haunting beauty about it, and the accompaniments
for violin, harp and guitar are a joy." The Times
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Leonard Elschenbroich [cello]
Alexei Grynyuk [piano]
 
Interview with Sean Rafferty on InTune, 18th April 

SHOSTAKOVICH, RACHMANINOV: Cello Sonatas
RACHMANINOV: Cello Sonata in G minor Op.19, 
Vocalise Op.34 No.14 arr. L.Rose
SHOSTAKOVICH: Viola Sonata Op.147 arr. D. Shafran
Leonard Elschenbroich
Alexei Grynyuk

The young German cellist Leonard Elschenbroich has rapidly made a name for himself as one of the most exciting and
gifted cellists of his generation. Leonard Elschenbroich’s many awards include: the Leonard Bernstein Award,
Borletti-Buitoni Trust Award, Eugene Istomin Prize, Pro Europa prize, Landgraf von Hessen price of the Kronberg
Academy, Nordmetall Prize of the Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Festiva and the Firmenich Prize of the Verbier Festival.
From 2004–2008 he was supported by the Anne-Sophie Mutter Foundation, performing with her on a number of
occasions, including a European tour. He is also part of the BBC New Generation Artists programme, and appeared at
the 2012 Proms season together with his chamber music partners Nicola Benedetti and Alexei Grynyuk. Together with
Benedetti and Grynyuk he embarks on a major chamber music tour of Scotland in March.

Rachmaninov’s cello sonata was composed at the same time as the Second Piano Concerto. Although as one would
expect from such a great pianist-composer, the piano part is demanding, it never  threatens to overwhelm the cello, and
the result is a beautifully balanced and passionate work.
Shostakovich’s viola sonata was his last composition, finished on his deathbed. Sketches show that the composer was
also considering a second cello sonata for his old friend Rostropovich – then living outside the USSR. The arrangement
on this CD for cello was made by Daniil Shafran with the dying composer's blessing. In the Viola Sonata, as in his
Fifteenth Symphony, Shostakovich alludes to several of his previous works, from the Suite for two pianos Op.6 to the
opening movement (De Profundis) from his Fourteenth Symphony. He also quotes from other composers’ works, Berg’s
Violin Concerto and, most obviously, throughout the final Adagio, from the first movement of Beethoven’s ‘Moonlight’
Sonata, which he uses as the basis for a kind of free meditation.

"The young cellist Leonard Elschenbroich is obviously a star in the making." Birmingham Post

"The enchanting highpoint was Rachmaninov’s Sonata, where the cellist’s tone carefully unfolded like a flower in the
introduction, and then with vigorous articulation and a passionate singing tone shaped the rhapsodic drama of the work.
There was a standing ovation in the packed Church of St Luke for this debut in Lucerne." Neue Luzerner Zeitung
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Peter Wispelwey [cello]
Flanders Symphony Orchestra
Seiko Kim [conductor]

LALO & SAINT-SAENS: Cello Concertos
LALO: Cello Concerto in D minor
BERLIOZ ‘scene d’amour’ from Romeo & Juliette
SAINT-SAENS Cello Concerto No.2 in D minor Op 119
Peter Wispelwey

After a highly acclaimed recording of Briten’s Cello Symphony (ONYX4058) Pieter Wispelwey and the Flanders
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Seiko Kim, turn to two romantic cello concertos whose neglect is hard to fathom.
Lalo, unusually for a French composer in the mid 19th century, was drawn to chamber music, and formed a string quartet
(in which he played viola, and later second violin) that championed the works of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. His
passion for chamber music developed to embrace large scale orchestral works – two violin concertos, the famous
'Symphonie espagnole' for violin and orchestra, a symphony in G minor, the Piano Concerto and the concerto recorded
here: the Cello concerto in D minor of 1877. A strong work in the Germanic tradition, the central movement combines a
slow movement and scherzo. It’s comparative neglect in the concert hall is difficult to understand as it is an impressive
and well made work, worthy of his contemporaries Franck and Saint-Saëns.
The latter’s second cello concerto from 1902 is totally overshadowed by his impressive and dazzling first concerto dating
from 1872. The later work has all of the composer’s flair for style, elegance and is possibly more challenging for the
soloist than its A minor sibling.

• Advertising in BBC Music Magazine and Gramophone
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La Ritirata: 
Tamar Lalo, Miren Zeberio, 
Raúl Orellana, Enrike Solinís, 
Daniel Zapico, Ignacio Prego,
Daniel Oyarzábal, Sara Águeda, 
David Mayoral
Josetxu Obregón

Andrea FALCONIERI: ‘Il Spiritillo Brando
Dance music in the courts of Italy and Spain, c.1650
La Ritirata
Josetxu Obregón

ORTIZ: Recercadas sobre tenores italianos, Recercadas sobre “Doulce Memoire”
FALCONIERI: Corriente dicha la Mota, Ciaccona, La Benedetta, La Suave Melodia, Passacalle, Alemana dicha Villega,
Folias echa para mi Señora, Corrente detta L’Auellina, Corriente dicha la Cuella, Il Spiritillo Brando, Brando dicho el
Melo, Battaglia de Barabaso, Battaglia de Barabaso
VITALI: Toccata, Bergamasca, CASTELLO: Sonata II a sopran solo, JACCHINI: Sonate VIII, 
CABANILLES: Corrente Italiana, SELMA Y SALAVERDE: Fantasia basso solo, 
GABRIELI: Ricercare del VII e VIII tono, Canzon quinta a tre, Ricercare V, ANONYMOUS Chacona

With 'Il Spiritillo Brando' from La Ritirata comes an opportunity to enjoy exciting performances from a new name on the
Spanish early music scene as well as a thrilling ride across the terrain of the Spanish and Italian courtly instrumental
traditions as the Renaissance danced its way into the Baroque.
Not since the days when brothers José Miguel and Emilio Moreno made their first recordings for Glossa has any Spanish
musician been invited to figure on the label from El Escorial. This is now changing with the arrival of the talents of
Josetxu Obregón and his Spanish colleagues from La Ritirata – counting amongst them the best in the younger
string, plucked-string, wind and keyboard players from the country – as they bring us the dance rhythm delights of
Andrea Falconieri, whose music leads the way into contributions from the likes of Diego Ortiz and Bartolomé de Selma y
Salaverde; permitting the individual members of La Ritirata to demonstrate their virtuosic skills and commitment to the
music that they perform. This includes Josetxu Obregón himself, who as a cellist, delights in music from late 17th century
exponents of the cello in Giuseppe Maria Jacchini, Giovanni Battista Vitali and Domenico Gabrielli.
As the title implies, 'Il Spiritillo Brando' evokes both the social dancing which will have taken place in the court of the
Spanish viceroyalty in Naples itself, and the mischievous duendes which roamed the streets, animating all the
proceedings in the vicinity!
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Raquel Andueza [soprano]
Accademia del Piacere
Fahmi Alqhai [viola da gamba & direction]

Rediscovering Spain: Fantasías, diferencias & glosas
from 16th- and 17th-century Spain
Accademia del Piacere
Fahmi Alqhai

The young Spanish viola da gamba player Fahmi Alqhai is a further new musician to join that select group of artists who
define and shape the world of Glossa. With his ensemble Accademia del Piacere, Alqhai has, for some years now, been
turning away from the well-worn pathways in order to explore new possibilities in terms of presentation and interpretation
in his musical work; a good example of this has been his recent and highly-successful collaborative activities with the
cantaor Arcángel.
In his first recording for Glossa, 'Rediscovering Spain' – fantasías, diferencias & glosas, Alqhai is aiming to go far beyond
the customary 'authentic' approach of interpretation (for him a notion which is becoming increasingly empty). In this way,
Accademia del Piacere sets out to recover and bring up to date in all its aspects the common practice of musicians from
the 16th and 17th centuries – a time when any composition provided the opportunity or excuse for trying out all the
possibilities of commentary, paraphrase and creating glosas around original material (often composed by others and in
many cases created with these ends in mind).
Recorded in a studio in Sevilla over the course of many weeks, in spectacular sound and with attention to the finest of
details, this album involves no less than 15 instrumentalists as well as the soprano Raquel Andueza, who features in three 
pieces. 'Rediscovering Spain' is presenting a repertory known to one and all but in a completely different light, and with a 
freshness and an energy which will undoubtedly turn this release into a genuine landmark achievement.
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Benjamin Dieltjens [clarinet] 
Lucy Hall [soprano}
Angélique Noldus [alto]
Hui Jin [tenor]
Josef Wagner [bass] 
Chœur de Chambre de Namur, 
New Century Baroque Orchestra
Leonardo García Alarcón

MOZART: Requiem, Clarinet Concerto
Benjamin Dieltjens
Leonardo García Alarcón 

Icons in the history of music, the Requiem and the Clarinet Concerto are virtual contemporaries. Both final and
unfinished, Mozart's Requiem is justly celebrated, usually in the Süssmayr version. The Clarinet Concerto was designed
for the exceptional virtuoso Anton Stadler, who liked to push the boundaries of his instrument as far as possible.
Built around young and talented soloists and clarinetist Benjamin Dieltjens, Leonardo García Alarcón directs the Choir
Chambre de Namur and also directs for the first time the New Century Baroque orchestra, discovered in 2011 in the
framework of "Residences Youth Ensembles" of the European Baroque Academy in Ambronay.
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Tanya Aspelmeier, Aurore Bucher,
Stéphanie Révidat [sopranos] 
Julien Freymuth, Alessandro Giangrande, 
Kathrin Hildebrandt [altos]
Henning Kaiser, Sebastien Obrecht, 
François Rougier [tenors]
Ekkehard Abele, Manfred Bittner, Matthieu
Lécroart [basses]
La Chapelle Rhénane 
Benoît Haller

HANDEL: Messiah
La Chapelle Rhénane 
Benoît Haller

Benoit Haller and his Strasbourg-based ensemble, La Chappelle Rhénane, would only agree to make a live recording of
this work, whose immense popularity is reflected in its virtually uninterrupted performing tradition. Here is a powerful and
highly personal version of this timeless, universal masterpiece, marked by the intense commitment of [only] twelve vocal
soloists chosen for their specific vocal colour and their fidelity to Handel's music.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
K617191 Schütz Magnificat d’Uppsala
“a refreshing manifesto from musicians who zealously believe in the music they have chosen to perform.” David Vickers, 
Editor’s Choice, Gramophone March 2007

K617237 Schutz Psalmen Davids 
"La Chappelle Rhénane’s performances are zestful and subtly differentiated." Gramophone, October 2012
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Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra
Nicholas McGegan [conductor]

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 4 & 7
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra
Nicholas McGegan

Music Director Nicholas McGegan conducts Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra in Beethoven’s symphonies from his
middle period on historically accurate instruments.
Writing of the live performance of Symphony No. 4, the San Francisco Classical Voice said: “This was the perfect music
for this conductor and this orchestra, so beloved for their balance of wit and profundity…This was fine Beethoven playing
— damn fine.” 
The San Jose Mercury News noted, “Interpreted by McGegan and the orchestra, it was a joy…clear, direct, intimate
Beethoven.”

Recorded live at First Congregational Church, Berkeley, CA on November 10-11, 2012 (Symphony No. 4) and
September 12-13, 2009 (Symphony No. 7)
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André Isoir [organ]
Le Parlement de Musique, Martin Gester

BACH: The Concertante Organ, Sinfonias, sonatas & concertos
15 works arranged in alternation in 3 new programmes
André Isoir

CD1: Concerto in D minor BWV 1052a, Trio Sonata no.3 in D minor BWV 527
Concerto in C major BWV 594, Trio Sonata no.2 in C major BWV 526

CD2: Sinfonia in D major (Cantata BWV 29), Concerto in D minor BWV 1059a
Trio Sonata no.4 in E minor BWV 528, Concerto in G major BWV 592
Trio Sonata no.5 in C major BWV 529, Concerto in A minor BWV 593

CD3: Concerto in D minor BWV 596, Trio Sonata no.6 in G major BWV 530
Concerto in D major BWV 1053a, Concerto in C major BWV 595
Trio Sonata no.1 in E flat major BWV 525

Here, interpreted by André Isoir, are J. S. Bach’s works for concertante organ, arranged in three programmes, specially
compiled from his historic Calliope recordings, which intersperse the cantata sinfonias with obbligato organ, the
concertos transcribed after Vivaldi, and the trio sonatas.
La Dolce Volta offers an original approach to this repertory, cultivating through three coherently arranged programmes a
new way of listening to pieces that are extremely diverse yet at the same time display close affinities. Here are 15 of
Bach’s most important organ works,  underlining the unity of a creative philosophy that rises above any specific medium.
The lovingly produced packaging and 80-pp booklet includes organ specifications and photos of André Isoir through the
ages.

“When you go into a church and see those great metal pipes gleaming in the shadows, and then imagine making all of
that work, you really want to be that man yourself. You have to admit that the organ is an instrument you get attached to.”
André Isoir

“André Isoir combines technical perfection and profound reflection to give each work the right movement and colour, and
hence just the right mood of spirituality.” International Record Review

“La Dolce Volta, a new French classical music label whose outstanding production values include big, bold sound and
cerebral liner notes laid out in cerebral, hip typography.” Strings Magazine
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Quatuor Talich
Jan Talich [violin]
Petr Macecek [violin]
Vladimir Bukac [viola]
Petr Prause [cello]

MENDELSSOHN: Complete Quartets
Talich Quartet

Mendelssohn’s quartets have been receiving a good bit of attention on disc, and for good reason. They are the finest
works in their medium between Beethoven and Dvorák, and one of them, the F minor quartet Op. 80, just might be
Mendelssohn’s finest instrumental work in any form. More consistent in quality than his symphonies, elegant and
shapely, these quartets deserve much wider exposure: no set makes a better case for them than this one. The sound
quality is extremely natural, warm, and present, with remarkably little extraneous performance noise – in short, an
essential set for lovers of great chamber music and great quartet playing.

“The Talich play with an expressive but unadulterated naturalness, perfectly modulated tempi, an acute sensitivity to
shape and structure and a beautifully understated reciprocity. An outstanding issue.” Gramophone

“Mendelssohn quartets are hard to find on CD. This set by the Talich Quartet offers terrific playing and outstanding
sound. The Talich give a wonderful performance, as they do of the agonised F minor quartet, Op 80, and the four
assorted pieces of Op 81. The interpretations are spontaneous enough to seem live. Outstanding!” The Sunday Times

“The Talich Quartet’s powerful committed performances emphasise the strongly Beethovenian provenance of the two
youthful String Quartets, Opp. 12 & 13. Fantastically clear articulation, coupled with warm engineering.” BBC Music
Magazine

La Dolce Volta has acquired part of the back catalogue of the prestigious Calliope label. These recordings will be
gradually remastered in high definition and reissued in luxurious 'clamshell' 3CD sets. The silver-laminated illustrations
are based upon late 19th-century photographs.
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Florent Boffard [piano]

SCHOENBERG: Works for piano
Florent Boffard

Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951) wrote five volumes of piano pieces that match the key phases of his musical evolution:
tonal, atonal, the tone-row, while maintaining a remarkable stylistic unity that influenced most 20th century composers.
Comes with a bonus DVD, 'Schoenberg, the misunderstood'.

Florent Boffard studied with Yvonne Loriod, Geneviève Joy and Germaine Mounier and from 1988 to 1999, was soloist of
the Ensemble InterContemporain, where he worked with several of today’s most prominent composers, including Boulez,
Donatoni, Ligeti… 
His commitment to contemporary music is mirrored in his discography, which includes Boulez’s 'Structures' for two
pianos with Pierre-Laurent Aimard (DGG), Berio’s 'Sequenza' for piano (DGG), Bartok’s 2nd Sonata for violin and piano
with Isabelle Faust (hm) as well as a CD dedicated to Debussy and Bartok’s 'Etudes pour piano' (also hm).
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Romain Guyot [clarinet]
Chamber Orchestra of Europe

MOZART: Clarinet Concerto, Quintet
Romain Guyot 
Chamber Orchestra of Europe

Romain Guyot has chosen to couple two works, both originally dedicated Mozart's friend, and clarinetteist, Anton Stadler.
He plays a modern copy by Buffet-Crampon based on an original instrument. Guyot is touring this repertoire with his
favourite chamber ensemble, the Chamber Orchestra of Europe, under his direction.

The Chamber Orchestra of Europe play two concerts at the Edinburgh International Festival on 16th and 18th August
[Mozart, Strauss, Beethoven 7, with Guyot]] under the direction of Yannick Nézet Séguin, both of which are broadcast on
Radio 3.
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Trio Testore:
Franziska Pietsch [violin]
Hans-Christian Schweiker [cello]
Hyun-Jung Kim-Schweiker [piano]

BRAHMS: Complete Piano Trios
Trio Testore

Trio No. 1 B major, Op. 8 (revised version 1889)
Trio No. 2 C major, Op. 87
Trio No. 1 B major, Op. 8 (original version 1854)
Trio No. 3 C minor, Op. 101

Trio Testore, as part of its recording of the complete Brahms Piano Trios, presents both versions of the Trio in B major,
Op. 8: the original version and the revised version which was made 35 years later and which, to a large extent, amounts
to a new composition. 
Whilst revising his first trio, Brahms also wrote another pair of new, contrasting trios. The musicians emphasise the
richness of detail of these works at the same time, their vivid rendition, with a convincing choice of tempi, reveals the
architecture and the “breadth” of the compositions. Together, these works provide an exemplary impression of Brahms’
development as a composer.

The Trio Testore was founded in 2000 by Franziska Pietsch (violin), Hans-Christian Schweiker (cello) and Hyun-Jung
Kim-Schweiker (piano). The ensemble has made a name for itself nationally and internationally. For its 10th anniversary
in 2011 the Trio Testore founded the annual chamber music festival Mai-Klassik.
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Svjatoslav Richter [piano] 

SCHUMANN: Etudes symphoniques
Variations posthumes op.13
Fantaisie Op.17, Carnaval de Vienne Op.26
 
Svjatoslav Richter 

A legendary suite of interpretations from Svjatoslav Richter. He played Schumann primarily in the seasons 1955-71, his
tormented spirit indentifying with another lost poetic soul.
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Romain Leleu [trumpet, bugle, cornet]
Ensemble Convergences

On the Road / Sur la Route
Romain Leleu

BARTOK: Six Romanian Dances Popular
TCHAIKOVSKY: String Quartet No. 1 - Andante Cantabile
KHACHATURIAN: Sabre Dance
LEGRAND: Without you (Cléo de 5 à 7) 
De FALLA: 3 suites of El Amor Brujo 
POULENC: Waltz (The Paths of Love) 
Arban / BELLINI: Fantasia on Norma
CHAPLIN: Smile (Modern Times) 
PIAZZOLLA: Oblivion - Contrasts, - Libertango
ARLEN: Over The Rainbow
ROTA: La Strada

A genuine trumpet phenomena, Romain Leleu has quickly gained an enviable profile courtesy of his infallible technique,
enthusiam and his natural musicality, which have already won him a Victoire de la Musique.
He is back, on a third disc for Aparté, with his playmates the Ensemble Convergences for this very personal album of
classic standards and crossover, specially orchestrated for string quintet and trumpet.
Fun, cheesey even, and in excellent arrangements.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
AP004 Slavonic Spirit
AP025 Hummel, Neruda, Haydn Concertos
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Barnaby Archer, Feargus Brennan,
Michael Rareshide, Daniel Robinson, 
Rebecca Celebuski, Ben Lewis,
Michael Rareshide, Tom Lee
Philip Welder, James Crook, 
Elena Martinez Canto	
Artesian, Toki, Wilhelm Qts
Neil Percy [conductor]

Reich For Percussion
Royal Academy Students with Neil Percy 

Nagoya Marimbas, Music for pieces of wood, Variations for Vibes, Pianos & Strings, 
Clapping Music, Six Marimbas

Steve Reich’s relationship with percussion spans the entirety of his instrumental output. Composed over a period of thirty
years, the works on this disc highlight the diversity of tonal, textural and colouristic effects that he achieves.    
Recipient of the Pulitzer Prize for 2009, Steve Reich has been called ‘America’s greatest living composer’, The Village
Voice, and ‘the most original musical thinker of our time’, The New Yorker.  

The Timpani and Percussion Department at the Royal Academy has a worldwide reputation for its provision for students,
and for its training in the multifaceted world of timpani and percussion. The members of staff include principal players
with London’s leading orchestras,  international soloists, and leading session musicians, all of whom are active in
musicmaking of the highest professional standard.
The coming year sees Neil Percy celebrate over 20 years as Principal
Percussionist with the London Symphony Orchestra and 12 years as Head of Timpani and Percussion at the Royal
Academy of Music. During this time, Neil has worked closely with many major artists and conductors and as a soloist with
Sir Colin Davis, Pierre Boulez, Steve Reich, François-Xavier Roth, Karl Jenkins, Ravi Shankar, Kent Nagano and Elgar
Howarth.

"I suppose there was a degree of inevitability that the Academy’s first Timpani and Percussion release would be centered
around the music of Steve Reich.
Steve has long been a musical hero of mine and we share collaborations stretching back almost 20 years. To have had
the opportunity to put together this programme of Steve’s music with exceptionally talented young musicians and have
their best efforts recorded by one of the best producers has indeed been an absolute pleasure and privilege." Neil Percy

"There’s just a handful of living composers who can legitimately claim to have altered the direction of musical history and
Steve Reich is one of them" The Guardian
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Dominik Susteck [organ]

György LIGETI: Volumina – Orgelwerke
Dominik Susteck

Musica ricercata per pianoforte, arr. for organ by Dominik Susteck
Two Etudes for organ
Volumina for organ
Dominik SUSTECK: Sprachsignale. Improvisations for organ

Although György Ligeti composed only three works for the organ, 'Volumina', 'Harmonies' and 'Coulée', these pieces
mark significant stages in the course of his compositional development; more importantly, they revolutionised the world of
organ music and provided the initial spark for an entire wave of New Music for the organ. 'Volumina' completely
dispenses with the parameters normally used to structure time in a musical work, such as melody, rhythm and harmony.
The only active structural parameter in this music is the tone colour. The music is perceived more in a spatial than a
temporal sense, with the title referring to differently dimensioned 'stationary' sound spaces.
In the 11-movement piano cycle 'Musica ricercata' Ligeti explores the possibilities of using the 12 chromatic semitones
for composition. One of the movements was arranged for the organ by Ligeti himself; the others have been arranged by
the organist Dominik Susteck. Susteck, who performed and recorded these works on the organ of Kunst- Station Sankt
Peter in Cologne, also presents an original composition: his organ improvisations 'Sprachsignale' which are inspired by
Ligeti’s piece 'Artikulation'. Play loud!

Dominik Susteck on the organ of Kunst-Station Sankt Peter in Cologne:
WER6736-2 Karlheinz Stockhausen Zodiac
WER6751-2 Wolfgang Rihm Works for Organ

"Stockhausen’s Tierkreis (Zodiac) is anything but an ordinary piece. And the Willy Peter organ of the Art Station St Peter
in Cologne that Dominik Susteck plays it on is anything but an ordinary instrument. The radically modern –and
modern-sounding – Cologne organ has peculiar percussion sounds available, as well as unorthodox mixtures and
pitch-bending possibilities. Most arrangements of Tierkreis effectively over-paint the purity and clarity of the music-box
originals. On this organ, it’s as if they’ve been embedded in a strangely shifting soundscape of almost electronic scope."
Irish Times
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Minguet Quartett
Markus Bellheim [piano]

Wolfgang RIHM: 11 streichquartett
11. Streichquartett
Interscriptum: Duo for String Quartet & Piano
Grave in memoriam Thomas Kakuska for String Quartet
Minguet Quartett
Markus Bellheim

Wolfgang Rihm’s compositions for string quartet, as extensive as they are varied, share no clear common denominator.
Despite all the variety that exists, his string quartets have from the beginning been a constant element in his oeuvre. A
selection of these works can be found on this CD. 

The “11th String Quartet” (1998/2010) was not finished by Rihm until after his “12th String Quartet” (2000/2001). At the
end of this – for Rihm – exceptionally protracted twelve-year period of compositional gestation, there was a piece of work
of extreme contrasts: restrained and explosive, simple and virtuoso, fragile and forced to the point of screaming, tightly
homophonic and polyphonically splintered to the edge of total dissolution. Rough contrasts determine abrupt shifts in
detail as well as, on a larger scale, the different characters of the four movements, which are played without pause.
“Interscriptum. Duo für Streichquartett und Klavier” is an elaboration of Rihm’s “12th String Quartet”. To the quartet
ensemble, treated as “one instrument”, a piano part is added, which – as the title “Duo” indicates – initiates a dialogue
and creates entirely new relationships within the piece.
“Grave” is dedicated to the Alban Berg Quartet, and was written in response to the group’s request for a requiem. The
postscript “in memoriam Thomas Kakuska” shows the work to be an epitaph following the death, after a long illness, of
Kakuska, the veteran violist of the Alban Berg Quartet, who had performed many of Rihm's works.
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Simone Mancuso [percussion]
* Timothy McAllister [saxophones]
** Douglas Nottingham [electronics]

John CAGE: Percussion
Simone Mancuso 

27’ 10.554” for a percussionist
Ryoanji* for oboe solo and percussion obbligato (version for sax and percussion)
Composed Improvisation for snare drum alone
Variations Viii** version for 2 performers (World premiere recording)
One4 for solo drummer

John Cage (1912-1992) has emerged as one of the most visionary and influential American composers of the 20th
century. Exploring a multitude of new sound sources and novel ways to organise sound, Cage distinguishes himself as
the most important pioneer of percussion music and of works for the prepared piano. He also attained fame for
championing the use of silence, chance and indeterminacy in compositional and other artistic contexts. 
Cage’s aesthetics were influenced by Eastern cultures, including Zen Buddhism, the I Ching, and Japanese art, which
Cage began to delve into in the late 1940s and 1950s, and by nature, the writings of Henry David Thoreau and ecology,
which he focused on from the 1970s. In celebration of Cage’s centenary, this CD gathers five of his important works, '27’
10.554’’', 'Variations VIII' (in a world-premiere recording), 'Ryoanji', 'Composed Improvisation' and 'One4', which feature
silence, chance and indeterminacy and reflect his interest in Asia and nature.
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Margherita Chiminelli [soprano]
Sonia Turchetta [mezzo-soprano]
Divertimento Ensemble
Sandro Gorli [conductor]

GERVASONI: Least Bee
Least Bee [2003], Eyeing [1999-2000], In nomine [2001]
Godspell [2002], Dal belvedere di non ritorno [1993]  
Divertimento Ensemble
Sandro Gorli 

A monographic CD devoted to Stefano Gervasoni [b.1962], from 2006 titular professor of composition at the National
Superior Conservatory of Music and Dance in Paris and one of the internationally most considered composers.
'Godspell' was born from Gervasoni's meeting with Philip Levine in April 2000. The American poet agreed to write five
brief poems for Gervasoni [he usually favours longer poems], conceived as a single cycle. The end of 'Least Bee'
coincides with the beginning of 'Godspell' and the two pieces are connected not least by their American authors, Levine
and Emily Dickinson. We also find a certain spiritual presence. The texts express a pessimistic vision of the world and
Gervasoni's music creates parallels with these texts. In 'Least Bee' the smallest bee becomes a world, a sun....
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Helmut Lachenmann [narrator]
Lauren Radnofsky [cello]
Ensemble Signal
Brad Lubman [conductor]

Helmut LACHENMANN: Zwei Gefühle, Pression, Piano Works
Zwei Gefuhle: Musik mit Leonardo Wiegenmusik
Pression, Guero, Ein Kinderspiel
Helmut Lachenmann
Ensemble Signal
Brad Lubman

Violin and viola players whisper over their instruments. A guitarist waits with the closest attention for the moment to make
a gesture we might easily have missed. The tuba player rises to go over to the open piano, there to send sounds echoing
into its interior. Two cellists, bowing with heavy pressure down near the tailpiece, produce an urgent rasping. From the
timpanist comes the sudden fortissimo that seems to shock the music to a standstill... 

Renowned German composer Helmut Lachenmann’s music is expressive in extraordinary ways, requiring the performers
to play their instruments via unusual techniques, making for both compelling listening and viewing. 
Lachenmann performs in and supervises these recordings with Ensemble Signal, one of America’s leading New Music
ensembles. In addition to performing as narrator in „…Zwei Gefühle …“. Lachemann also is the soloist for three of his
piano works. 
These studio recordings followed an intensive four-concert tour of this programme. Lachenmann taught each musician of
Ensemble Signal individually on his language of techniques for this project.
Liner notes by Paul Griffiths.
First in a series of Lachenmann on Mode Records.

“The audience whooped and cheered after every work.” Anthony Tommasini, New York Times, concert review
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Helmut Lachenmann [narrator]
Lauren Radnofsky [cello]
Ensemble Signal
Brad Lubman [conductor]

Helmut LACHENMANN: Zwei Gefühle, Pression, Piano Works
Zwei Gefuhle: Musik mit Leonardo Wiegenmusik
Pression, Guero, Ein Kinderspiel
Helmut Lachenmann
Ensemble Signal
Brad Lubman

Violin and viola players whisper over their instruments. A guitarist waits with the closest attention for the moment to make
a gesture we might easily have missed. The tuba player rises to go over to the open piano, there to send sounds echoing
into its interior. Two cellists, bowing with heavy pressure down near the tailpiece, produce an urgent rasping. From the
timpanist comes the sudden fortissimo that seems to shock the music to a standstill... 

Renowned German composer Helmut Lachenmann’s music is expressive in extraordinary ways, requiring the performers
to play their instruments via unusual techniques, making for both compelling listening and viewing. 
Lachenmann performs in and supervises these recordings with Ensemble Signal, one of America’s leading New Music
ensembles. In addition to performing as narrator in „…Zwei Gefühle …“. Lachemann also is the soloist for three of his
piano works. 
These studio recordings followed an intensive four-concert tour of this programme. Lachenmann taught each musician of
Ensemble Signal individually on his language of techniques for this project.
Liner notes by Paul Griffiths.
First in a series of Lachenmann on Mode Records.

“The audience whooped and cheered after every work.” Anthony Tommasini, New York Times, concert review

The DVD version features all of the music with full video in 5.1 Surround Sound (Dolby and 24-bit DTS) as well as a
dedicated stereo mix.

DVD BONUS: 20 minute documentary of Lachenmann in conversation with Seth Brodsky (Assistant Professor of Music
at The University of Chicago), filmed at New York’s Miller Theatre.
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